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ABSTRACT 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are established for the set of nonzero eigen- 
values of the product B-A to be invariant with respect to the choice of a generalized 
inverse B-. It turns out that the same conditions constitute a criterion for the 
invariance of trace(B-A). The algebraic result derived is then applied to investigate 
some properties of canonical correlations in the context of the general Gauss-Markov 
model M = (Y,Xp, u2V}. In particular, the results of Watson (1967) and Puntanen 
(1987) are generalized, and a new characterization of the best linear unbiased 
estimator of X$ under the model M is established. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Q)?Iv be the set of m X n complex matrices. The symbols A’, A*, A-, 
A+, 9(A), and r(A) will denote the transpose, the conjugate transpose, a 
generalized inverse, the Moore-Penrose inverse, the range, and the rank, 
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respectively, of A E C,, “. Moreover, 9 L (A) will stand for the orthocomple- 
ment of .9(A), and PA and Qa will denote the orthogonal projectors on .%‘(A) 
and 9 l(A), i.e., IJ, = AA+ and QA = I,,, -AA+, where I,,, is the identity 
matrix of order m. It is known that a general representation of A- is 
A-=A++W1Q,+QA+W2, (I) 
with W, and W, varying over C,,,,; see e.g. Rao and Mitra (1971, p. 26). 
In many problems involving generalized inverses of matrices it is essen- 
tial to know when the product of the form AB- C or a function of it is 
invariant with respect to the choice of B-. A criterion for the invariance of 
the product AB-C itself was given by Rao and Mitra (1971, pp. 21, 43); see 
also Rao, Mitra, and Bhimasankaram (1972, Lemma 1) and Hartwig (1975, 
Theorem). It asserts that if A it 0 and C # 0, then 
AI-C = AB+C for every B- 
Q L%‘(A*)cGG’(B*) and Z%‘(C) CL@(B). (2) 
Further, criteria for the invariance of 9(AB - C) and I(AB - C) were given 
by Baksalary and Kala (1983, Theorem) and Baksalary and Mathew (1990, 
Theorem l), respectively. 
The purpose of the present paper is to derive necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the set (nev(B-A)} of nonzero eigenvalues of the product B-A 
to be invariant with respect to the choice of B-. It turns out that the same 
conditions constitute a criterion for the invariance of trace(B-A). The alge- 
braic result established is then applied to investigate some properties of 
canonical correlations in the context of the general Gauss-Markov model. A 
new characterization of the best linear unbiased estimator of the expectation 
vector under this model is also given. 
2. INVARIANCE CRITERION 
The main algebraic result of this paper is the following. 
THEOREM 1. For any A,B E C,,, the following statements are equiva- 
lent: 
(a) {nev(B-A)} = (nev(B+A)) jbr every B-, 
(b) trace(B-A) = trace(B+A) &r every B-, 
(c) 9(A) c S%‘(B) and .%‘(A*) c 9?(B*). 
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Proof. Since the t race of a matrix is equal to the sum of its eigenvalues 
[see e.g. Horn and Johnson (1985, p. 42)], it is clear that (a) implies (b). 
Representing B- with the use of (l), it follows that (b) is equivalent to 
trace(W,Q,A) = 0 for every W, E C, m 
and 
trace( Q B*W2 A) = 0 for every W, E C,,,. 
Hence, in particular, trace(A*Q,A) = 0 and trace(Qr,* A*A) = 0. But the 
trace of a Hermitian nonnegative definite matrix, as well as the trace of the 
product of two such matrices, is equal to zero if and only if this matrix or this 
product is zero itself. Consequently, 
Qr,A=Q and Qn”A*=O, (3) 
which may be reexpressed as in (c). Since 
(nev(KL)) = {nev(LK)} (4) 
for any matrices K and L for which the products KL and LK are defined [see 
e.g. Horn and Johnson (1985, p. 53)], ‘t f 11 1 o ows that if the conditions (3) hold, 
then 
(nev(B-A)} = (nev(B+A+W,Q,A+Q,,W,A)} 
={nev(AB++AQn*Ws)} =(nev(B+A)}, 
as asserted in (a). n 
In the particular situation when A is a Hermitian nonnegative definite 
matrix, combining Theorem 1 with (4) and (2) leads to the following. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A E Q),,, be Herrnitian nonnegative definite, let A, E 
@ be such that A = ArAT, and let B EC,,,. Then the following state- 
rni& are equivalent: 
(a) {nev(AT B-A ,>] = {nev(AT B+A ,)] fbr every B-, 
(b) tracecAT B-A,) = tracecAT B+A i) fbr every B-, 
(c) ATB-A, = ATB+Ar for every B-. 
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3. STATISTICAL APPLICATIONS 
All the matrices considered in this section are real. Let 
M = {Y,Xf3,a2V} (5) 
denote the general Gauss-Markov model in which Y is an n X 1 observable 
random vector with expectation vector E(Y) = XB and dispersion matrix 
D(Y) = a2V, where X is an n X p nonnull known matrix, I3 is a p X 1 vector 
of unknown parameters, V is an n X n known symmetric nonnegative defi- 
nite matrix, and u2 is an unknown positive scalar. The matrices X and V are 
both allowed to be of arbitrary rank. It is assumed that the model (5) is 
consistent [cf. Rao (1971, p. 378; 1973a, p. 297)], i.e., Y E a(X:V). 
Let %(Xs) denote the set of all linear unbiased estimators of XB, i.e., 
5k(xf3)={uY:ux=x). (6) 
A statistic BY is said to be the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of XB 
if BY E Q,(Xfl) and th e i d’ff erence D(W)- D(BY) is a nonnegative definite 
matrix for every IJY E %(XB). It is known [Drygas (1970, p. 55), Rao 0973b, 
p. 282)] that 
BY = BLUE(Xp) a BX = X and LJ?(VB’) c s(X). (7) 
Notice that stating the condition for unbiasedness of UY in the form UX = X 
corresponds to considering B in the model (5) as free to vary over the space 
of all p X 1 real vectors. This is equivalent to neglecting the so called 
“natural restrictions” on B that are implied by the singularity of V when 
L&‘(X) $ L%?(V). However, adopting the stronger unbiasedness condition does 
not lead to any loss of generality, for if U * Y is an unbiased estimator of XB 
not satisfying U *X = X, then there exists W such that UX = X and IJY = 
U,Y with probability one, and similarly, if B,Y is a representation of the 
BLUE of XB not satisfying B,X = X, then there exists BY such that BX = X 
and BY = B * Y with probability one; cf. Rao (1973a, pp. 297-298) and 
Baksalary, Rao, and Markiewicz (1990, Sections 2 and 3). 
Under the model (5) the joint dispersion matrix of the statistics FrY and 
F,Y is 
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Since this matrix may be singular, the positive canonical correlations be- 
tween F,Y and F,Y are defined by the equality 
(cc’(FiY,FsY)} = {nev[(F,VFi’)F1VF2)(FZVF~))F,VF;]}, (8) 
as in the general theory developed by Khatri (1976), Seshadri and Styan 
(1980), and Rao (1981). Notice that, in view of (2) and (4), the set on the 
right-hand side of (8) is invariant with respect to the choice of the general- 
ized inverses involved. The following theorem shows that for FiY and F,Y 
possessing some special properties, the matrix occurring on the right-hand 
side of (8) may be substantially simplified. 
THEOREM 2. Let BY = BLUE(XB) under the general Gauss-Markon 
model M = {Y,X@, a2V}. Then jbr every UY E %c(Xf3), the positive canonical 
correlations between BY and UY admit a representation 
(cc2(BY,UY)} = (nev[(WU’)-BVB’]}, (9) 
the set lnev[(UVU- BVB’]) being independent of the choice of (UVU’>-. 
Proof. According to (6) and (7), we have UP, = Px = BP, and BV = 
BVP,. Consequently, 
UVB’ = UPxVB’ = PxVB’ = BPxVB’ = BVB’. 
Hence 
s( BVB’) c a(w) = 9( uvuf) (10) 
and 
WB’( BVB’) - BVU’( UVU’) - = BVB’( UVU’) -. (11) 
In view of (4) and (8) the equality (11) leads to (9), while the invariance of 
{nev[(UVU’)- BVB’]) follows from (10) and Theorem 1. H 
In the particular case when UY represents the ordinary least-squares 
estimator of XB, i.e., when U = Px, the formula (9) coincides with the 
equality (3.3.18) in Puntanen (1987, Part 1). The latter was derived as an 
extension of the observation of Watson (1967, p. 1686) concerning the 
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canonical correlations between the ordinary least-squares estimator of fi and 
the best linear unbiased estimator of @ when V in the model (5) is positive 
definite and X satisfies X’X = I,. 
The converse of Theorem 2 is also true, i.e., if N E %(XB) and the 
equality 
(cc’(FY,UY)) = {nev[(UVU’)-FVF’]] (12) 
is fulfilled for every UY E Q(Xp) irrespective of the choice of (UVU’)-, then 
N = BLUE(Xfi). It appears that this statement may be strengthened by 
requiring (12) to hold for two special unbiased estimators of Xp only, instead 
of all UY E Q(Xp). 
THEOREM 3. Let FY E Q(Xp) under the general Gauss-Markou model 
M = (Y,Xfl,02V}. Then the conditions 
(cc2(FY,Y)} = (nev(V-FVF’)} for every V- (13) 
and 
{cc2 (NY PxY) ) = {nev [ @‘,VP,) -FVF’] } fir eoery ( P,VP,) - ( 14) 
imply that FY = BLUE(Xfl). 
Proof. According to Theorem 1, the invariance of (nev(V- FVF’)] and 
{nev[(P,VP,>- FVF’]) with respect to the choice of V- and (P,VP,)-, 
respectively, is equivalent to 
(15) 
The condition (13) implies that all the eigenvalues of V- FVF’ are smaller 
than or equal to one. Combining this observation with S(FVF’) C SW> 
shows that 
V - FVF’ is nonnegative definite; (16) 
see e.g. Baksalary, Liski, and Trenkler (1989, Proposition I>. Since (15) 
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entails S’(FV) c .5@(X) and hence PxFV = FV, and FY E %(Xg) entails 
FP, = Px, it follows that 
V( F’)’ = VF’P, F’ = VF’P, = VF’ . (17) 
According to Theorem 1 in Baksalary, Kala, and Klaczyfiski (1983) the 
conditions (16) and (17) are equivalent to VF’ = FVF’. Hence FV = VF’, and 
(15) shows that S%‘(VF’) c a(X). I n view of (7) combining this inclusion 
with the assumption that FY E %(XB> establishes that FY = BLUE(XB). n 
It seems noteworthy to supplement Theorem 3 by pointing out that 
neither (13) nor (14), taken alone, is sufficient for FY to represent BLUE(XB). 
As an example consider M = (Y, Xp, u2 V} with 
and V= 
in which case the general representations of V- and (PxVPx)- are 
and (PxVPx) - = 
where vi, v2, and u3 are completely arbitrary, whereas wi + w2 + w3 + wq 
= 4. Then the matrices 
F1=( -; ;) and F,=i( 1: i) 
satisfy the conditions (13) and (I4), respectively, and F,X = X = F,X, but 
FiY # BLUE(Xf3) and F,Y # BLUE(XB). 
We conclude by noting that if F = Px, then the condition (14) is fulfilled 
trivially, and Theorem 3 leads to the following. 
COROLLARY. Under the general Gauss-Markov model M = {Y, X$, u2 V} 
the equality OLSE(XB) = BLUE(XB) holds un+rmZy over Y E S(X:V) ij 
and only if 
(cc2(PxY,Y)} = {nev(V-PxVP,)} for every V-. 
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